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Mathematical Fomulae

E atiiner\
Use

Compound Interest

Mensurarion

Trigonometry

Statisrics

Total amount = P
I+-

100
(,

Curved surface area ofa cone - ,rrl

Surface area of a spher e: 4 t2

t^
Volume ofa cone: lnrzi

)

Volume of a sphere: 1nr3

Area ofa triangle = !absinC

Arc length : rd, where 9is in mdians

Sector area = !r2
2

0 , where dis in radians

ba c

sin I sin,B sin C

a2 = b2 + c2 - 2bc cosA

t"t"* = I Ftf

Standard deyiation : I a2 (In')
- 

tH ILr IIr.]
2
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Answer all the questions

2I Express the ratio 3 kg : 450 g : 3x10'z g in its simplest form.
J

Answer tzl

2 Given that x is 35% ofy, find the v alue of ! ,expressing your answer as a fraction in its
5y

lowest terms.

Answer t2)

3 If I 0' = 2 and l0' = 3 , find the value of 10r"-" .

Answer 12)

Mathematics Paper I

PartnerlnLearning
425
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Era,niner's
Use

4 Simpliff sa'-(3a-zn)' .

Answer .................... -...,...,., t21

5 Write as a single fraction in its simplest form *-*

Answer 12)

6 Solve the inequality -2x x 7r_5<-<-+_.5 2 5

t3l

Methodist Girls' School

Answer

Sec 4 Preliminary Examination 2021Mathematics Paper I
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Use

7
/t\-2

Solvetheequatio, 
[*,J 

,,*' =Jrs' .

Answer x = tzl

8 (a) Madeline deposited $6 000 into a 3-month fixed deposit which pays a simple

interest. If she receives a total amount of$6 013.50 at the end of the 3 months,

what is the rate of interest per annum?

Answer ............................% 12]

O) Alother bank offers an interest rate of 0.6% per annum, compounded monthly.

What would be the total amount that Madeline receives, correct to the nearest

dollar, at the end of 3 months if she were to put the $6 000 in this bank?

Answer $ l2l

Mathematics Paper I

PartnerlnLeaming
427
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Use

9 is inversely proportional to the square ofr.

)(a) Sketch the graph of u =1.
t'

Answer:

O) Find the percentage change in u when I is tripled.

Answer

u t1l

%l2l
10 These are the first four terms of a sequetrce.

120
23

45

4

(a) Write down the next two terms.

Answer

O) Find an expression. in terrns ofz, for the nth term ofthis sequence.

t1l

t1lAnswer ..

(c) Explain why 71j is not a term of this sequence.
l6

t1l

Mathematics Paper I

PartnerlnLeaming
428
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The exchange rate between pounds (f,) and Singapore doliars ($) is fl : $1.86.

The exchange rate between Singapore dollars ($) aod euros (€) is $1 : €0.62.

Megan is comparing day tour packages on a website.

Paris 2-Day Tour €280 per person

London 2-Day Tour ,280 per person

Megan claims that the tour package in Paris costs less than the tour package in Iondon.

Is Megan's claims conect? Justifu your answer with calculations.

Answer

Examiner's
Ute

11

t2)

12 (a) (D Express 1008 as a product ofprime factors, leaving your answer in index
notation.

(ii) p and 4 are numbers such that q is a prime number.

Find the values ofp and 4 such that 
1008P i. ,h. smallest possible cube.

q

Answer P: q:""""""""121

O) The lowest common multiple ofx and 1008 is 25 x32 x5x7. Find the smallest

possible value of .r.

Answer x =......................... tll

Mathematics Paper I

PartnerlnLeaming
429
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13 (a) (i) Express 4-2.x-.r'inthe form a-(x+b)'.

Answer

(ii) Explain, without solving, why there is no solution of.r when

4-2x- x2 =6.
Answer

O) Using part (a)(i), solve the equation x2 + 2x =8.

Answer x : or

Ezatiiner's
Us.

tll

t3l

Mathematics Paper I

PartnerlnLeaming
430

Methodist Grls' School Sec 4 Preliminary Exauination 2021
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The graph shows the total mass of food waste collected around a particular neighbourhood

at the end of each given year.

Gradual Increase in Food Waste

0 1960 1980 2000

(a) State one misleading feature ofthe graph.

Answer .. .. . . . .. .

Eaamine,'s
Use

t4

o5

e5

2N

150

100

50

O) Explain how this feature affects the reader's interpretation ofthe graph.

t1l

Mathematics Paper I

PartnerlnLeaming
431
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The following diagram represents the stem-and-leaf scores of sixteen students who took

a Mathematics test.

Key: 2ll means2l marks

(a) Ifthe median mark is 62, find the possible value ofi.

Answer k: t1l

O) Explain why the mean may not be appropriate average to use to summarise tJre
results of the Mathematics test.

For
E Din r's

Use

t5

2
3

4
5

6
7

8

1

4566789
k9
13569
0

t1l

Mathematics Paper I
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16 tn the diagram, C is the point (30,15), A is a point on the y-axis and B is a point on the

Jr-axrs.

C

15
x

Exaniner's
Use

A

0

(a) Given that the equation of the line AB is 3y + x =15, find the length of l-8.

Answer units [1.]

(b) Find the equation of the line which passes tbrough C(30,15) and is parallel to the

line AB.

Answer t2)

(c) lf ABCD is a parallelogram, frnd the coordinates of D.

) t1l

Metbodist Girls' School Sec 4 Preliminary Examination 202 1Mathematics Paper I

PartnerlnLeaming
433
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6

7
8

A B

19

€

Use the Venn diagram to answer the following.

(, List all the elements in the set (Aw B)aB' .

Answer {

(ii) Fill in a set notation symbol to complete the statement below.

Answer 13,5,8|

O) Use set notation to describe the shaded region.

Answer

.....) tu

A lrl

t1l

Mathematics Paper I

PartnerlnLeaming
434

Methodist Girls' School Sec 4 Prelimhary Examination 2021
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Triangle PpR is a right-angled triangle vdth PO: l0 cm, QR:6 cm and' IPRQ --90" .

M is a point on PR such that llMR = 5PM .

R

M

6cm

l0 cm

Find, giving your answer as a fraction in its simplest form, the value of

(a) tar, ZMQR,

Exzminer's
Use

18

P

G) cos ZPMQ,

(c)
area of LPQM

area of LPQR

Answer

Answer

12)

t1l

t1l

Methodist Girls' School

Answer

Sec 4 Preliminary Examination 2021Mathematics Paper I
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The intemal surface area ofthe cone is 106 cm2.

Find the surface area of the inside ofthe cone that is in contact with the water.

Answer ............................cm2 121

E aiiner's
Use

19 The diagram shows an inverted hollow paper cone with a base of radius r cm and a

height of fi cm. The cone is filled with water, represented by the shaded region, to a

I
denth of :Ir cm.

J

h

hi
3

Mathematics Paper I

PartnerlnLeaming
436
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E aminer's

Use

20 ,48 is an arc of a circle with the cerrrle O. IAOB = Z radians andOA=5cm.'2
I C is parallel to OB ard BC is an arc of a circle with centre ,4.

5cm

(a) Find the length of arc BC.

Answer

O) Find the percentage ofthe figure OACB thatis not shaded.

Answer

A

U

cm [3]

%13)

Mathematics Paper I

PartnerlnLeaming
437
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The cumulative frequency curve shows the weekly expenditure on home deliveries of

160 households from Block Z.

Weekly expenses on home deliveries ($)

(a) Use the cumulative fiequency curve to find

(r) the median of the distribution,

Answer 9............................ tll
(ii) the interquartile range of the disribution,

Answer $ t1l

(iii) the value ofp, gpventhat po/o ofthe residents spent more than $84 weekly

on home deliveries.

Answer p : t1l

Exa,,iner's
Use

27

:i.
I
1

l
i

j-i! -!:1_:'
i t-1+i-1-ril-

.-. 1'

'! ! I '

,1

:'liir ,

t,,r

+r-i
1+

-i-

I
L, ,1

:,: .1

I

i i.

IJ

2l :+A 6 l

ilI

I

Mathemuics Papo I
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O) The weekly expenditure on home deliveries of a group of 160 residents from

Block ,( are displayed in the box and whisker plot below.

Exam rcr's
Use

20 60 80 100

Weekly expenses on home deliveries ($)

Here are two statements comparing the weekly expenditure on home deliveries of

the residents from Block I7 and Biock 1(.

For each statement, state whether you agree or disagree.

Give a reason for eaoh answer, skting clearly which statistic you used to make

your decision.

On average, the residents in Block W has lowet weekly expenses on home

deliveries than the residents in Block K.

Answer 1..... beoause.........

0

(i)

'::.

.... tu

(ii) The weekly expenditure on home deliveries of the residents in Block l( is

closer to the median than the weekly expenditure on home deliveries of the

residents from Block Z

Answer L... because

Mathematics Paper I

PartnerlnLeaming
439

Methodist Girls' School Sec 4 Preliminary Examinafiot 2021
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l0 15 20 25

Time (l seconds)

30 35

.m/s [2]

Answer ......,..,...,......,..,.,.m [2]

o()
Ea(DL(D d)qp.

i!)

o

0I

5

0
5

The speed-time graph of a particle is shown in the diagrarn above.

(a) Find

(i) the speed when t = 25,

Answer

(ii) the distance covered in the first 35 seconds.

Mathematics Paper I

PartnerlnLeaming
440

Methodist Girls' School Sec 4 heliminary Examination 2021
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(b) Part ofthe distance-time graph for the saure particle is shown in the answer space.

Complete this graph. tll

Exsminer's
Use

(l)^
9B
-.aP
t)!

+UU

,UU

I

3C 352C 251
0r

5 I

Mathematics Paper I

PartnerlnLeaming
441
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In the diagram, ,.{ , B C and D lie on a circle, centre O.

Pp and PR are tangents to the circle atl and D respectively.

It is givern that L4OC = l4O" , IDCO = 28' and OA is parallel to CB.

D

C

(a) Show, stating your reasons clearly, tha,t CA bisects ZBCO .

Answer

E aiiner's
Use

23

o
A

P

tzl

Mathematics Paper I

PartnerlnLeaming
442
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Find stating your reasons clearly,
(i) tBAC,

Answer IBAC =

(ii) .PDA,

Answer IPDA =. ...

Lizzy claims that QADR. . . forms a part of a regular n-sided polygon.

Justifu, with reasons, if you agree or disagree with Lizzy.

Answer

' [21

" t2)

(c)

tll

MatherDatics Paper I

PartnerlnLearning
443
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On the scale drawin g, P , Q, R and S are the positions of four garden statues in a park.
PpRS is a quadrilateral

Scale: l:25000

(a) A water-cooler is to be built at I where it is equidistant from the line sepents

P,S and Pp and the points P and ,S.

On the scale drawing, mark the point L t2l

(b) The garden statue atR is due east ofS.

The gardener plans to build a pavilion at 1L

The bearing offl from R is 315' and 750 m from p.

(, Calculate the distance IlQ on the scale drawing.

Answer HQ =......................cm [1]
(ii) Mark dre point 11 on the diagram above. t U

Exaniner's
Use

24

o

P

- End of Paper -

Mathematics Paper 1

PartnerlnLeaming
444
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Mathe olicsl Formulse

Compound Interest

Mensuralion

Tigonometry

Statistics

Total amount : P( t

100

Curved surface atea of a cone: rrl

2

Area ofa triangle ABC= L absinC

Arc lenglh = r0,where 0 is in radians

Sector area = Lr'|.*ho"9 is in radians
2

Swface area of a sphere = 4 nr

t.r
Volume of a cone: :v"h

J

Volume of a sphere :

abc
sin ,{ sin B sin C

a2: b2 + c2 -2bccosA

4t
-Tr
3

u"-= I FLf

Standard deviation : Zr,' llr'lzr-l*)
2

Mathematics Paper 2

PartnerlnLeaming
447
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1 (a) Simpli& 25m2 - 4
4-4m-15m2'

2p(b) Given that r=3- -q,
4

(i) evaluate r when p : -8 and q:7,

(ii) express p in terms ofq and r.

Answer

Answer

t3l

t1l

t3l

Methodist Girls' School

Answer

Sec 4 Preliminary Examination 2021Mathematics Paper 2
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4

(c) The value ofa 2-digit number can be written as 10x +y where x is the tens digit ofthe
number andy is its units digit.

(i) When the digis x andy are reversed, the value is increased by 27.

Showthaty-.r=3. t1l

(ii) The sum of the originai number and the number with reverse digits is I 2 1 .

Showthat.r+y: 11. tll

(iii) Hence, find the original number.

Answer 13l

Mathematics Paper 2

PartnerlnLeaming
449

Methodist Girls' School Sec 4 Preliminary Examination 2021
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5

Bag A has 4 green counters, 6 red counters and 2 yellow counters.

(a) Alice takes a counter at random fiom Bag A, notes its colour and replaces it in the bag.
She repeated this process z times. Write down an expression, in terms of z, for the
probability that she takes only green counter.

Answer t1l

(b) Bill takes a counter at random from Bag A, notes its colour and replaces it back. He then
takes a second counter at random from Bag A.

Calculate the probability that Bill takes only one yellow counter.

Answer 12)

Bag B has 3 grear counters and 3 red counten.
(c) Charles takes a cormter at random from Bag A and places it into Bag B.

He then takes a counter at random from Bag B and places it into Bag A.
Find the probability that after these two moves, Bag A has 4 green counters, 6 red
counters and 2 yellow counten.

t3l

Methodist Gils' School

Answer

Sec 4 Preliminary Examioation 2021Mathematics Paper 2
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3

5

(a) The table shows tte height, I cm, of 60 plants

Heieht (fr cm) 10<h<20 20<h<30 30<h<40 40<h<50
Frequency 7 t4 27 t2

(l) Calculate an estimate of the standard deviation of the height ofthe plants.

Answer cm tll

(ii) Two plants are chosen at random. Find the probability that both plants have height
greater than 30 cm.

Answer 12)

(b) A toothpaste supplier delivers tubes of toothpaste to 3 different shops A, B and C. The

number oftubes oftoothpaste supplied per delivery to each shop, the sizes and sale prices

ofthe tubes, together with the number of deliveries made to each shop over a 6-month
period are shown in the table below

Number of tubes oftoothpaste per
delivery

Number of deliveries
over 6 months

Size of tube small medium large

Name
of shop

A 68 85 105 4

B 75 62 7

C 130 98 5

Sale price per tube $2.s0 s4.20 $6.00

It is given that T :
68

75

0

85

0

130

105

62

98

(i) Wrile down the matrix P such that TP gives the total number of tubes of toothpaste

delivered to each shop per delivery.

Answer P= -............-. tll

Mathematics Paper 2

PartnerlnLeaming
451
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7

(ii) (a) Write down a I x 3 matrix D to represent tlie number of deliveries over 6
months to each shop.

Answer D:....................... tll
(ii) (b) Evaluate DT.

Answer DT =

(c) State what the elements of DT represent.

Answer

tt l

(iii) Q is a matrix that represents the total amount of money that would be obtained
from each shop fiom the sale of all the tubes oftoothpaste per delivery.
By matrix multiplication, find Q.

Awwer a l2l

Methodist Girls' School Sec 4 Pretminary Examination 2021Mathematics Paper 2

PartnerlnLeaming
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8

(a) Alan drove a distance of : km and his car used 7.5 litres of fuel'
Write down an expression, in terms of .x, for the rate of fuel used by his car in litres per

100 km.

Answer litres per 100 km t1l

(b) Ben drove a distance of (x + 30) km and his car used 8 litres of fuel.

Write down an expressior, in terms of x, for the rate of fuel used by his car in litres per

100 km.

Antwer litres per 100 lan tll

(c) The rate of fuel used by Alan's car is 1.5 litres per 100 kilometre more than the rate of
fuel used by Ben's car.
Form an equation to represent this information and show that it can be simplified to

3x'z+190x-45000=0.

Answer t3l

Mathematics Paper 2

PartnerlnLearning
453

Methodist Girls' School Sec 4 Prelimirary Examination 202 I
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9

(d) Solve the equatiot 3xz +190x - 45000 = 0 , giving both answers correct to two decimal
places.

(e) Each litre of fuel costs $2.42.
Calculate the amount AIan paid for the petrol if he drove 120 krr.

Answer S l2l

Methodist Girls' School

454

Sec 4 Preliminary Examination 2021Mathematics Paper 2
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5

10

The diagram shows four points P, Q, R and ,9 on level ground.
p is due east ofP
Angle ,!PQ: 40o and angle PSR = 15o.

PQ:30m,PR:35 m andRl:28 m.
,s

28

R

P a
30

(a) Calculate

(i) the bearing ofR from P,

Awwer

(ii) QR,

t3l

m t2l

Methodist Gids' School

Answer

Sec 4 Preliminary Examination 2021Mathematics Paper 2
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(iii) the area of triangle PfrS.

Answer m 121

A vertical mast stands at R and the angle of elevation of the top of the mast fromP is 18".

(b) (i) Calculate the height ofthe mast.

Answer .........................m l2l

(ii) A bird lancls on the top of the mast.
Find its largest angle of depression of a point along PQ produced.

t3l

2

Methodist Gids' School

An"rwer

Sec 4 Preliminary Examinatio 202lMathernatics Paper 2
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6 (a) Itis giventhat Fp and the position vector ofP is Find

(i)

Answer

(ii) the coordinates ofO.

Answer (

(b)

D

E

ABCDEF is a regular hexagon.
G is a point on DC extended such that 2DG = 3DC.

tfr=xmd AE=y.

(i) Express, as simply as possible, in terms ofx and/or y,

(a)

t;) (1)

lFal

units tll

) t2l

A

BG

C

F

Ats

t1l

Methodist Girls' School

ALcwer
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t3

(b)

(c)

(ii) M is the mid-point of l-F.
Il is a point on .BE wherc 4HE : 3BE .

AF

BG

Answer

Answer

t1l

121

tzl

t2l

(a) Find IIG.

Answer

O) Using vectors, determine whether H lies ot MG.

Methodist Girls' School Sec 4 Preliminary Examination 2021Mathematics Paper 2
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t4

7 Figure I shows a piece ofwood is in the form ofa right circular cone with a base diameter of
18 cm.

(a) The curved swface area of the oone is l35t cm2.

Find the height ofthe cone.

l8
Figure I

Answer cm [3]

The cone in Figure I is cut into two portions by a plane parallel to its base.

The upper portion is a cone of base diameter 6 cm and the lower portion, as shown in
Figure tr, is a frustum of height x cm.

(b) Find the value ofx.

6€

l8

Figure II

x

Methodist Girls' School Sec 4 Preliminary Examfuation 202 IMathematics Paper 2

PartnerlnLeaming
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t5

(c) A right eylindrical hole of diameter 6 cm is drilled through the frustum as shown in
Figure III.
The wood weighs 810 kg per cubic metres.
Find the mass, in grams, of the solid which remains in the frustum.

6€

18

Figure Itr

Answer c t3l

x

Methodist Gids' School Sec 4 Preliminary Examination 2021Mathematics Paper 2
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8

t5

The table shows some values fo. , =1r' -.r+ I for -3 <.r < 3 '-10

x -J
, I 0 I 2 3

v p 0.6 1.7 1 0.3 1.4 6.r

(a) Find the value ofp.

Answer p

(b) Using a scale of 2 cm to 1 unit on both axes, dmw a horizontal axis for -3 <.r < 3

and a vertical axis for -4.51y < 6.5on the grid opposite.

On your axes, plot the points given in the table and join them with a smooth curve

(c) By drawing a tangent, find the gradient of the curve at .r = 2 .

Answer

Answer

Answer a : ....,,.......... aadb :

(ii) Draw the liney: ax + b,for -3 < r < 3, to solve the equation
3 3

1^(d) The equation jxr 
-.r = &-1, where k is a positive integer, has exactly one solution for

-3 < x < 3 . Write down an inequality for &.

x' -l =-x.

t3l

12)

tll

t2)

t3l

(e) (i) The line y: ax + 6 can be drawn on the same grid to solve the equation

3 r' -1= 
3 r. Find the value ofa and the value of6.

102

10 z

Answer x or.......,.,

Mathematics Paper 2

PartnerlnLeaming
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9 The diagram shows a square IBCD.
The diagonals of the square inters ect at W a d X is a point on the diagonal BD.

l8

(a) Show that tiangles DW ar.d CYZ are similar.

CD

A B

Y

W

X

(b) Write down another pair of triangles that are similar but not congruent'

Arcwer A and A.

t2)

t1l

Mathematics Paper 2
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l9

(e) Prove that triangle BCX and triangle CDZ have the same area.

t4)

(d) It is given that YZ : W : Ji : Ji and 3CZ = 2CW.

-. - area of LCYZ(i) Frnd _
area of LDWZ

Answer

(ii) Calculate the area of the square lllCD if the area of triangle CYZ is 3 crrl2.

tl l

Methodist Girls' School
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20

10 John owns a cleaning company that cleans office blocks.

The number of employees in his company and their salaries h2020 arc as follows.

1 I handymen, each receiving a yearly salary of$45 936.

272 cleaners, each receiving $5.20 per hour and working 8 hours per day for a total of20 days

per month.
12 supervisors, men and women in the ratio I : 3, each receiving a monthy salary that is 2350/.

more tlan a cleaner's monthy salary.
1 1 drivers, each receiving $594.50 per week, for 4 weeks in a month.

ln additiorU both employer and employee must contribute a portion ofthe employee's monthly

salary to the Central Provident Fund (CPF).

The table shows the CPF contribution and allocation rates for Singapore citizens'

Contribution rates
(for monthly salary Z $750)

Employee's age (years) By emptoyer (% ofSel4lyl B lo ofs
55 and below 17 20

Above 55 to 60 13 IJ

Above 60 to 65 I 7.5

Above 65 7.5 5

(a) The yearly salary of each handlman in 2020 is 2.5 %o more than in2017.
Find the yearly salary of each handyman in 2017.

Answer S......... t2l

(b) Mdm tre is a 65 year old Singapore citizen who works as a cleaner in John's cleaning

company. Calculate the total amount of contribution to Mdm Lee's CPF account every

month in 2020.

Answer $ t1l

Mathematics Paper 2
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zt

(c) Every month, John randomly selects an'Employee of the Month' from all his employees.
Mr Tan comments that the chance of randomly selectiog a male supervisor as the
employee of the month is most unlikely.
Do you agree with Mr Tan's comment? Justiry your answer. 12]

(d) John states that the difference between the salary of the lowest paid employee and
the mean salary of all the employees as a percentage of the mean salary of all tle
employees is less than25o/o.

Verifu, showing all calculations, whether his statement is valid. tsl

Methodist Girls' School Sec 4 Preliminary Examination 2021Mathematics Pap€I 2

PartnerlnLeaming
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Examiner's

,Answer

I 220:27:18 l3b 2, -4
2 7

50

14a It is not clear if the height or the area
of the image is used to determine the
mass of food waste collected.

3 9orz?
33

r4b The height and the area of the
image is not proportional. The
readers may thir:k that there is
more than 100 million tonnes
increase in mass from 1960-2000.

4 15a 5

5 1

(x+z)
r5b The mean is Dot appropriate as there is an oudier

(21 mark) which will decrease/affect the mean
/skew the mean value.

6
-2<, <8L

3

16a 1s.8

7 -1 16b
v =-!x+25

3
8a 0.9 16c (ls,20)
8b $6009 17 ai t3,5,8)
9a 17 aii C

9b -88.9 17b YwX'
l0a 125 180

6 7

l8a 5

12
10b 5n'

n+7

18b 5

l3
10c __ 3 lt39

7I - = 

-, 
since I139 is mt a multiple

ofs. 7ll cannot be a term
l6

18c ll
16

l9 1 1.8

12ai 2a x32 x7 20a 5.55

l2aii p:12,q:1 20b 61.1%
12b 160 2la| $44
13ai 5 (,r+ t)' 2laii $42

l3aii The maximum value ol 4-2x-x2-5,
hetrce there are no solution of.r when

4-2x - x2 i.

2l aiii 7.5

Mathematics Paper I
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I

4a2 +12ab - 4b'z

lr lrl =$1.86

ler:l =s,.orI 0.62

I

I Since it costs less to buy €l compared to !1,
I it would bc cbeaper to go otr the tour
I i" P"rir.



2tbi I DISAGREE because residents in Block trhas a hishcr median expenditur€ ($44) tlan thc lesidents

in Block I( ($34)

2lbti I AGR-EE because the irrterquartile ranee ofBlock K ($36) is lower than the ilrterauartile range Block

W is less Block S

22ai 6.67

22aii 225

22b

.:g

23a IOCA = IOAC (base I of isos.A)

180'- 140"

I

-- 200

IBCA= IOAC (alt. Zs) or IBCA = 180"-140'-20' (mt l)
= Z0o

Slmcs IOCA= IBCA=20",

CAbisecr IBCO.
23bi 50

23bti 48

23c ext. Z ofpolygon IPAD =48'
360

uo. ofsides: 
49 

= t.S

Since the nusber of sides is not an integ€r, QADR is r:,ot a rcgoJar polygon

Hence I disagree with Lizzy.

24a,bli 0

ll

I
s;

}

24bi J

BP-471
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Mathematical Formulae

Exa inar't
Use

Compound Interest

Mensurdlion

Trigonometry

Statisrics

rotal amount = ,( . #)'

Curved surface area ofa cone = nrl

Surface area of a spherc = 4 w 2

volume ofa cone = 1nr2,
3

Volume of a sphere = 1nr3

Area of a triangle = )ah 
sin C

Arc length : rd, where d is in radians

Sector area = Lr'O , nho" dis in radians

ab c

sin,{ sinB sin C

a2=b2+cz-2bccosA

tfx
Meatr = =_1Zf

Standard deviation :
Zr

r'Ir.]-tt7l
2 2f,

Mafiiematics Paper I
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Answer all the questions

E atiinzr's
Use

21 Express the ratio 3 kg : 450 g : 3x10'? g in its simplest form.
3

11 :0.45 : 0.3
J

220:27:18

M1

A1

Answer ...220...: ...27...: ...18.... [2]

) Given that x is 35% ofy, find the value of |. "*pr.rrirg 
your answer as a fraction in its

)y
lowest terms.

x=0-35y

I=0.35
v

2x 
=2 xo.3s5v5

7

50

M1

A1

7
Answer.A I2l

50

3 If 10'=2 and 10' = 3 , find the value of ?0r'-'-

,o---$ r,,l

2l
J

8 ^2=- or l-33 A]

8 2
Answer ......... -ol 2 t2l

3 J

Mathematics Paper I
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Pa4e 4 of23
E a,ninet's

Use

4 Simplifu Sa'-(la-Zt)' .

' 5ot -(la-za)'
= 5a2 -(9a' -lTab + 4r'?)Ml

= 5a2 -9a2 + l2ab - 4bz

= -4a2 +l2ab - 4b2 Al
Answer ......4a2 +llab - 4bz ......... lzl

5 Write as a single fraction in its simplest form *-*

4l
x'-4' x-2

4 I
-L-'(r-z) M1

(x-z)(x+z)
4+x+2

= =-------'"':""-'---1(x-2)\x +2)

-2+x
= --:-.1-r------------=

(x-2)(x+2)
1

1

x+2 AI( ) Answer ...121"'""'' 
(.r + z)

6
?.rr1

Solve the inequality v-J <74311:.

-2xI-5<-
5

5x-25 <2x

3x<25
25 -lr<- Or U-33

2x x I

s 25
4x35x+2
r)-2 Ml

I vtt

-2<r<81
J

A1

I
Answer ... -2< x< 8:......... [3]

J
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Exaniaer's
Use

s"l*th""q*ti"" (+)

(1)-',rzr=.EF

s'*S" =(5'),

-2

7 x:.zs'=J2s'

M1

2+3x = x
2x =-2
;r=-l A1

Answer .r =. -. .. . -1 tzl

8 (a) Madeline deposited $6 000 into a 3-month fixed deposit which pays a simple

interest. If she receives a total amount of$6 013.50 at the end ofthe 3 months,

what is the rate of interest per annum?

oomrnr[1)' 'lt2)
13.50 = M1

/t=

100

13.50xI00

6000 x
1

u
=O.f/o Al

Ahswer "........0.9............% 121

O) Another bank offers an interest rate of 0.6% per annum, compounded monthly.

What would be the total amount that Madeline receives, correct to the nearest

dollar, at the end of3 months if she were to put the $6 000 in this bank?

0.6
t\
a)

r = 6000 l+ t2
100

M1

= 6009,00

= $6009 (nearest $) A1

Answer $. . .6009 t2l

r-
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9 z is inversely proportional to the square ofl.

2(a) Sketch the srdnh of u =l\.,, i'

Page 6 of 23

u

E aninet's
Use

Answer:

(a) Find the percentage change in z when I is tripled.

k
U=---t'

ka,=* Mt

t1l

AI

Answer ......... -88.9 .........% l2l

t

t0 These are the first four terms of a sequence.

520
2

(al Write down the next two terms.

80

5

45

4J

82

1^.u ......u........, .......f .... r,r

O) Find ao expression. in terms ofn, for the zth term ofthis sequence.

5nz Bl
Answer tll

t1l

n+l

(c) Explail why 71-:- is not a term ofthis sequence.

Ar.r-", 713 =1139. since 1139 is not a multiole o f 5. Tlj_ cannot be a term.
lo to ,r-

Mathematics Paper I
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The exchange rate between pounds (!) and Singapore dollars ($) is fl = $1.86.

The exchange rate between Singapore dollars ($) and euros (€) is $1 : €0.62.

Megan is comparing day tour packages on a website.

Paris 2-Day Tour €280 per person

London 2-Day Tour f,280 per person

Megan claims that the tour package in Paris costs less than ttre tour package in London.

Is Megan's claims correct? Justifr your "nswsr u/ith calculations.

Examinet's
Use

t1

Answer [2]

,1 : $1.86

€1- I =$1.61
0.62

Since it costs less to buy €1 comparcd

to f,I, it would be cheaper to go on the tour

in Paris. Bl

Cost of torn in Paris

^^ 280

0.62

=451.61 81
Cm of our in l-ondon

={$1.86x280

=s$5?0.80 Bl
It costs 5$69.19 less in Paris than in

London.

BI
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12 (a) (t) Express 1008 as a product ofprioe factors, leaving your answer in index
notation

Awwer 1008 = ...24 x32 x7 .... ..... tll

p and q are numbers such that q is a prime number.

Find the values ofp and q such thu, 
1008p 

is the smallest possible cube.
q

1008p _ 2a x32 x7 p
qq

= 2" x33

P=22 x3=12

(t =7 82
Answer p = """12" "'q:"""'l """'12)

(b) The lowest common multiple ofx and 1008 is 25 x32 x5x7' Find the smallest

possiblo value of .r.

x=2s x5=160

Answer x -..........160......... [1]

E fiiner's
Use

1m8
336

112

3

3

2

56

28

4

2

1

2

2

2

(ii)

Mathematics Paper I
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13 (a) (D Express 4-2x-x'inthe form a-(x+b)'.

4-2x- x2

= -(x' +2x+l' -4-1t)

=-(r+t)'?+5

= s -(.r+ 1)'

Awwer

(iD

Use

5- x+1(
2

) .. . ... ... tll

Explain, without solving, why there is no solution of .x when

4-2x- xz = 6.

Answer l7l

The maximum value of 4-2x-.r2=!, hence there are no solution of.r

whea 4-2x- x2 --6-

O) Using part (axi), solve the equation x2 + 2x = 8 .

x2 +2x =8

-x2 -2x= -8
-x2 -2x+4=4
s-(x+t)'=-+ Ml

(x+t)'?=9

.r+l=t3
x=2 orx=4

A2
Answer x =......2...or..... -4...... ... [3]
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The graph shows the total mass of food waste collected around a particular neighbourhood

at the end of each grven year.

0 1960 I980 2000

Exadiner's
Use

t4

Hd

=d
9=
2.5

100

150

r00

50

(a) State one misleading feature ofthe graph'

Answer lll

(b) Explain how this feature affects t}te

reader's interpretation of the graph.

Answer lll

It is not clear ifthe height or the erea of

the image is used to determine the mass of

food waste collected.

The height and the area of the image

is not proportional. The readers may

thirk that there is more than 200%

increase in mass from 1960-2000.

The widths ofthe icons are not the same.

Not Accepted
1) The title is biased.
2) Tho images are ofdifferent sizes/inconsistent.) You will need to elaborate further.

3) The horizontal axis does not show all the years'

Mathematics Paper 1
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The following diagmm represents the stem-and-leaf scores of sixteen students who took

a Mathematics test.

Exrninei's
Use

15

2

3

4
5
6
7

8

I

566789

Key:2ll means21 marks

(a) If the median mark is 62, find the possible value of*.

59+m_=62
2

m =2(62)-se
=65

Answer k :.........5............. tll
O) Explain why the mean may not be appropriate average to use to summarise the

results of ttre Mathematics test.

Awwer jl
The mean is not appropriate as there is an outlier (21 mart) which will decrease

the mean /skew the mean value.

4
k
1

0

9
3569
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t6 ln the diagram, C is the point (30,15),1 is a point on the y-axis and B is a point on the

.,-axls

B

l5 x

(a) Given that the equation of the line lll is 3y + x =15 , find the lenglh of lB.

l(0,s),8(1s,0)

Ats= ts-o)'+(o-s)'
= 15.81 1...

= 15.8 units

Answer ... ...15.8 units [ 1]

O) Find the equation ofthe line which passes through C(30,15) and is parallel to the

ltne A-8.

I

Exsrniner's
Use

C

(

v -- -!x +25
J

m=--
3

y-rs=-](x-ro)

y = -1x+10+ l5

Answer ......... y = -! x + zs

(c) lf ABCD is a parallelogram, frnd the coordinates of D.

D(30-15,1s+ s)

=D(1s,20)

Answer D (.....15... , .....20....) tll

t1l
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6

7
8

35

A B

19

Exa inet's
Uset7 (a)

€

Use the Venn diagram to answer the following.

(i) List all the elements in the set (lw A)a n' .

Answer {......3,5, 8.......................... } t1l

(ii) Fill in a set notation symbol to complete the statement below.

Answer {3,5, 8} . . . a A tll

O) Use set notation to describe the shaded region.

Answer .............. Y w X' trl

Mathematics Paper I
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Triangle PpR is a right-angled triangle with PO : l0 cm, QR = 6 cn alld ZPRQ = 90o .

M is a point on PR such that IIMR=SPM .

R

M

6cm

10 cm

Find, giving your answer .rs a fraction in its simplest form, the value of

For
E aminer's

Use

IE

P

(a) tzn ZMQR,

un=1Pn
l6

=i-Jrc'-6'
16

= 2.5 cm Ml

tarrLMOR=4-6
5=- Al

12
5

An-rwer
12

t2l

t1l

tll

O) cos ZPMQ,
cos IPMQ -- -cos IRMQ

2.5

2.52 + 62

5

l3

(c)
area of LPQM
area of LPQR

5
Answer

13

11

16

Methodist Girls' School
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The intemal surface area ofthe cone is 106 cm2.

Find the swface area of the inside of the cone that is in contact with the water.

106 (i) M1
,4,,

/\ 106

9

=11.7777...

= I 1.8 cm2 (3sf A1

Answer 11.8.... .cm2 [2]

For
Exolninet"

Use

79 The diagram shows an inverted hollow paper cone with a base of radius r cm and a

height ofi cm. The cone is filled with water, represented by the shaded region, to a

I
denth of aft cm-

J

h

hI

3

2

Mathematics Paper I
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Use

20 lB is an arc of a circle with the cenrreO. LAOB = Lradians atrd OA= 5 c.rr^.
2

lC is parallel to OB andBCis an arc of a circle with centre l.

A

5cm

(a) Find the length of arc BC.

$ =,[Y ag =5g snl

ICAB = Lradtans
4
_/ -\

BC =Jsol:l Ml\4)
= 5.5536...

= 5.55 cm (3s0 Al

Ml for eitherlB or ICAB

Bo

O) Find the percentage of the figure OACB tbatis not shaded.

Answer .........5.55........ cm [3]

M1

Answer .......61.1.........% 13)

Area or IACB =jtrttrI.|(V, )' (Lo)= t .r,rn... "' Ml

!o(s\'
Percentage of figure not shaded = ,ffix 100%

=61.1016...%

=61.1% (3s0 Al
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The cumulative frequency curve shows the weekly expenditure on home deliveries of

160 households from Block Z.

Weekly expenses on home deliveries ($)

(a) Use the cumulative frequency curve to find

(i) the median ofthe distribution,

Answer 5.........44 tll
(ii) the interquartile range ofthe distribution,

Interquartile range : $ (62 - 20) = $42

Exaniner's
Use

21

Answer $............42........... t1l

(iii) the value ofp, gtrven that pYo of the residents spent more than $84 weekly

on home deliveries.

o -16o 
-148 *looo/o' 160

=7.5%

Answer p -. . . . .. .. .7 .5 tll

l

::.'i -+

],1

-l

-|-1-
-

l_

.t-i."
tF

i#- +l-
-ti-

,
I
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(b) The weekly expenditure on home deliveries ofa group of 160 residents from

Block K are displayed in the box and whisker plot below.

z0 60 80 100

Weekly expenses on home deliveries ($)

Here are two statements comparing the weekly expenditure on home deliveries of

the residents from Block [,'and Block K.

For each statement, state whether you agree or disagree.

Give a reason for each answer, stating clearly which statistic you used to make

your decision.

(i) On average, the residents in Block Z has lower weekly expenses on home

dslivsrie5 than ffie rcsidents in Block 1(.

Answer

I DISAGREE because residents in Block I/ has a hisher median expenditure

t1l

Elaiiner's
Use

0

(ii) The weekly expendifiue on home deliveries of the residents in Block i( is

closer to the median than the weekly expendihre on home deliveries of the

residents from Block Z

lnswer I !Q!pp because the interq uartile range of Block r( ($36) is lower

than the in uartile ranse Block I/ , showins that the data is less widel)

tl

I

spread than Block W's t1l

Methodist Girls' School Sec 4 Preliminary Examinalion 2021
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of $44 than the residents in Block K ($34)
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0
5 l0 15 2a 25

Time (r seconds)

30 35

The speed-time graph of a particle is shown in the diagrarn above.

(a) Find 
I

(, the speed when l= 25,

(3s, o),(20, 1o),(25,v)

v-0 10- 0 MI
25-35 20-35

-10(l o)

-15
= 6.67 (3sf) A1

Answer ...... 6.67 .........m/s l2l
(ii) the distance covered in the first 35 seconds.

Use
)',

t:oo
(D-aa

()!-
oi)o.6.o ,r,I

(,
E

1 o

5

1

0oxlo)+ 1o(lo)+
I
, (roX15)Dist

2
M1

= 50+ 100 + 75

=225m Al
Answer .........225.........m l2l
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Use

Page 20 of 23

O) Paf,t of the distance-time graph for the same particle is shown in the answer space.

Complete this graph. t 1l

--a
t

(l)^
9B
a9
l-1 'v

)UU

=>
,.25

I

-....-
30 35252d5' l0 I

t
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In the diagram, ,{ , B C afi D lie on a circle, centre O.

PQ and PR are tangents to the circle at ,4 and D respectively.

It is given that ZAOC =140,ZDCO =28" and Ol is parallel to CB.

A

D

E aliiner's
Use

23

o

B P

C

R

(a) Show, stating your reasons clearly, that CA bisects IBCO .

Answer l2l

ZOCA= ZOAC (base Z of isos.A)

180. - 140"
,

=20" Ml
ZBCA= ZOAC (alt. ls) or LBCA = 180"-140'-20" (:rrrt.4

=20o Ml
Since ZOCA= IBCA--20",

CAbisects ZBCO.
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Pzge 22 ol23

(b) Find, stating your reasons clearly,
(i) LBAC,

Reflex 1,4OC = 360" - 1 40" (Zs at a point)

= 220o

t l c =22! (Z at cente:21at circumference)
2

=110o Ml
IBAC = 180' - 20o - I I 0o (Zs sum of A)

= 500 Al

Answer IBAC =.........50..... " l-21

(ii) ZPDA,

ZPDA = 20" + 28o (Z in alt segment)

= 4go

OR

ZOAP = 90" (radius I tangent)

IOAD =180' -20" - 20'- 28" - 50' -20'(l in opp segrrent)

=42o

ZPAD =90" -42"
= 48"

= ZPDA (base Z of isos. A) A1

Answer IPDA :.........48....." [2]

(c) Lizzy claims that SADR . . . forms a part of a regular r-sided polygon.

Justi&, with reasons, if you agree or disagree with Lizzy.

Answer lll
ext. I of polygon IPAD -- 48o

360
no. ot srdes: 

- 
= /.5

48

Since the number ofsides is not an integer, QADR is not a regular polygon

Hence I disagree withLizzy.

Exzriiner's
Use

MI
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On the scale drawing, P, Q, -R and S are the positions of four garden statues in a park.
PQRS is a quadrilateral.

Scale: l:25000
o

(a) A water-cooler is to be built atl where it is equidistant fiom the line segments

PS and PQ and the points P and S.

On the scale drawing, mark the point l. 12)

O) The garden statue at R is due east of ,S.

The gardener plans to build a pavilion at fL

The bearing of}lfrom R is 315o and750mfromp.

(i) Calculate the distance I1p on the scale drawing.

Scale:
1 cm :25 000 cm
I cm :250 m
3 cm: 750 m

Awwer HQ :.........3........cm [1]

(ii) Mark the point Il on the diagram above. tll

Exanirre,'t
Use

24

t

- End of Paper -
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5m+2
2+3m

I (a)

0(b) (D
(ii)

47(c) (iii)
2 (a)

(1)

l8
5@)

(c) 1

2
(a) (0 9.10 (3sf)3

(ii) 247

590
o) (i)

til
(a) (4 5)7(ii)

(7ei eeo 1344)(b)

(c) It represents the total number oftubes of
toothpaste ofeach size delivered to

th
all the shoos

1157

559.5

t134

(iiD

4 (a) 7s0

x
(b)

x +30
800

(d) 94.84, -158.17
$22.91(e)

(D 061.9'5 (a)

(i0 16.5 m
(iiD 2222 m

11.4 m(b) (i)
(iD shortest distance = 35sh28.0502'

= 16.4585 m

. ,11.3721
angle ot depressron = h ' 

l615g5

=3a.6'(1dp)

III
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6 (a) (i) 7.81
ll( ) (-3,2)

o) (i) (a) -y+r
o) I

v -- x"2
(c)

3
-x4

1

v
2

(i, a)( x-y
(b)

Since MG = 2HG and G is a common point, 11
lies on -RG.

7 (a) 12 cm
(b) 8

(c) 611 g

8 (a) -4.1
(c) 2.6
(d) 2<k<6 or 1<k<7
(e) (i) Ia=-

2
ard b =2

(i, -1.7s, -0.7s,2.5
9 (b) LCXW and L.DXY

(d) (i) ?
5

(iD 90 cm2
l0 (a) $448 l s.6l

(b) $137.28
(c, I agree with Mr Tan's claim.
(d) 22.4Vo < 25yo, John's statement is valid.

III
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Compound Interest

Mensuration

Tigonometry

Statistics

2

Mathematical Formulae

Standard deviation :

Curved surface area ofa cone - nrl

Surface area ofa sphere :4 rr2

l^
Volume of a cone - |rw" h

I

Area of a triangle ABC = ! absnC

tut"- = I F>f

Arc length : r0 , where d is in radians

abc
sin I sin B sin C

a2 = b2 + c2 - 2bc cos A

rotal amount: 
"(.#)'

z4:_
Zr

Volume of a sph 
"r" 

= f,ru3

Sector area: !r'0 , *ho" d is in radians

(Ir)
r.E7.l

2
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^- 7

I (a) Simntitu 25n' -4 - .

4-4m-15m2 
'

25n2 - 4
4 - 4m -15m2

(sn-2)(sm+2)
(2-5m)(2+3m)
(5m-2)(sm+2)

-(sm-2)(2+3m)
5m+2
2+3m

Answer

Answer

t3l

tll

t3l

p(b) Given that r=3-
4

(r) evaluate r whenp =-8andq=7,

=0

(ii) express p in terms ofq and r.

{-t =(z-')'

Methodist Girls' School

Answer
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4

(c) The value of a 2-digit nrurber can be written as 1 0: * y where .r is the tens digit of the
number andy is its utrits digit.

(r) When the digits.r andy are reversed, the value is increased by 27.
Show thaty - x = 3. trl

lOy+x-(10x+y)=27
9y -9x =21
y*x-*3

(ii) The surn of the original number and the number with reverse digits is l2l.
Showthatx+Y: l1' t1l

lOy+x+l0x+y=l2l
lly +11x = l2l
y+x=11

(iii) Hence, find the original mrmber.

y-x+y+x=14
l=7
x=4
The number is 47.

Answer t3l

Methodist Girls' School Sec 4 Prc!iminary Examination 2021Mathematics Paper 2
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Bag A has 4 green comtem, 6 red counters and 2 yellow counters'

(a) Alice takes a coulter at random from Bag A, notes its colour and replaces it in the bag.

She repeated this process n times. Write down an expression, in terms of n, for the

probability that she takes only green counter.

I
;
J

Answer tll

(b) Bill takes a counter at random from Bag A, notes its colour and repiaces it back. He then

takes a second counter at random from Bag A.

Calculate the probability that Bill takes only one yellow counter.

!,1,2
66
=5l8

Answer t2)

Bag B has 3 green counters and 3 red counters.
(c) Charles takes a count€r at random from Bag A and places it into Bag B.

He then takes a counter at random from Bag B and places it into Bag A.
Find the probability that after these two moves, Bag A has 4 green counters, 6 red

countsrs and 2 yellow counters.

t4t41l
-x-+-x-+-x-37 27 67
=t)

t3l
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(a) The table shows the height, i cm, of 60 plants.

Height (fr cm) 10<h<20 20<h<30 30<h<40 40<h<50
Frequency 7 t4 27 12

(l) Calculate an estimate ofthe standard deviation ofthe height ofthe plants.

9.10 (3sf)

Answer cm tll
(ii) Two plants are chosen at random. Find the probability that both plants have height

greater than 30 cm.

39 38

-x-60 59

247

590

Answer 121

(b) A toothpaste supplier delivers tubes of toothpaste to 3 different shops A, B and C. The
number oftubes oftoothpaste supplied per delivery to each shop, the sizes and sale prices
of the tubes, together with the number of deliveries made to each shop over a 6-month
period are shown in the table below.

Nunber oftubes of toothpaste per
delivery

Number of deliveries
over 6 months

Size of tube small medium large
Name
of shop

A 68 85 4
B 75 62 7
C 130 98 5

Sale price per tube $2.s0 $4.20 $6.00

It is given that T -
68 85

750
0 130

105

62

98

(r) Write down the matrix P such that TP gives the total number of tubes oftoothpaste
delivered to each shop per delivery.

til
Awwer P=....................... tll

Methodist Gids' School Sec 4 Preliminary Examination 2021Mathematics Paper 2
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(ii) (a) Write down a I x 3 matrix D to represent the number of deliveries over 6

montls to each shop.

47 5( )

Answer D: t1l

(ii) (b) Evaluate DT.

(ttt ooo ttu)

Answer DT tll

(e) State what the eiements oflT represent.

Answer

It repJesents the !EA1 number of tubes of toothpaste of each size

delivered to all &e shops over 6 months.

t1l

(iii) Q is a matrix that represents the total amount of money that would be obtained

from each shop from the sale ofall the tubes oftoothpaste per delivery.
By matrix multiplication, find Q.

68 8s 10s\r2.5\

o az ll +.zl
r3o qs J[ o .J

75

0

t1s7

559.5

1134

Answer 0 t2l
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(a) Alan drove a distance ofx km and his car used 7.5 litres of fuel.
Write down an expression, in terms of .r, for the rate of fuel used by his car in litres per
100 kn.

750

Answer .. litres per 100 hn []
(b) Ben drove a distance of(x + 30) km and his car used 8litres of fuel.

Write down an expression; in terms of .r, for the rate of fuel used by his car in litres per
100 km.

800

.,r + 30
Answer . litres per l00km t1l

(c) The rate of fuel used by Alan's car is 1.5 litres per 100 kilometre more than the rate of
fuel used by Ben's car.
Form an equation to represent this information and show that it can be simplified to
3r'?+190;-45000 = 0 .

Answer t3l

750 800 3

r ,+30 2
2[750(x + 30) - 800x1- = 1-r1, * 39;

45000-100x=3x2 +9Ox

3r'z+190:-45000=0

x

Methodist Girls' School Sec 4 Pretiminary Examination 2021Mathematics Paper 2
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(d) Solve the equation 3.x'? + 190.r - 45000 = 0 , giving both answers correct to two decimal
places.

190 + 190'? - 4(3X-4s000)

2(3)

=94.8354 or

=94.84 (zdp)

t3l

(e) Each lite of fuel costs $2.42.
Calculate the amount Alan paid for the petrol if he drove 120 kn.

7'5 
x120x2.42

94.8354

=$22.97

Answer $ tzl

- 158.1687

: -1s8.17 (2dp)
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l0

The diagram shows four points P, p, R and ,9 on level ground.
p is due east ofP
Angle SPg = 40o and angle PSR = 15o.

P8 = 30 m, PR = 35 m and RS= 28 m.
.9

28

.R

P o
30

(a) Calculate

(i) the bearing ofR from P,

sin ZSP.IR sin 15'

28 35

zsPR--71.9498'

.RPQ = 40' - 11.9498' = 28.O502"

Bearing : 90' - 28.0502': 061.9' (ldp)

Answer

(ii) 8R,

QR2 = 302 + 352 -2(30)(35) cos 28.0502'

QR= + 35'? - 2(30X35) cos 28.0502'

pR=16.sm(3sf)

t3l

m t2l
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(iii) the area of triangle PRS.

1x 35 x 28 x sin153.0502'
2

=222 m2 (3sf)

Answer m2 I2l

A vertical mast stands at R and the angle of elevation of the top of the mast from P is 1 8' .

O) G) Calculate the height of the mast.

35 tan 18"

= il.4 m (3s0

Answer m t2l

(ii) A bird lands on the top of the mast.

Find its largest angle of depression ofa point along PQ produced.

shortest distance = 35sin28.0502"

= 16.4585 m

ansle of deDressioo: lurr' 
1!:121
16.4585

:3a.6' (ldp)

t3l
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6 (a) It is giventhat Fa=!-: I and the position vector ofP is
\61

t2

(i)

7.81
Answer

(iD the coordinates of Q.

Answer (

D F

E

ABCDEF is a regalar hexagon.
G is a point on DC extended such th at 2DG = 3DC .

Vi =x andZi =y.

(D Express, as simply as possible, in terms of x and./or y,

(a)

ti) . Find

lPolt-l

units t I l

oA=oF*FA

:(i).(;)
: r_3')
lz)

Qe3,2)

GB

..........) t2l

(b)

AC

AB

tll
Methodist Gtls' School
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(b) AF

1

v x
2

(c) BG

J
= -I4

Answer

Answer

tll

l2l

t2)

tz)

I I .l
-x+ - (-!-Y)
2 2'2 "

I

2
v

(ii) M is the mid-point of lF.
I/ is a point on BE where 4HE = 3BE .

(a) Find E.

HG

=EE+EG
1131=, (-v+rr)+ i,-rv

=x-y
Answer

O) Using vectors, determine whether ll lies on MG.

MG

=ilt+fr+EG
ll3l

=_ {_v+_x)+t_v+ _r__ v2'" 2' " 4 2'
=2r-2y
:2(x-v)
Snce UG = ZUGand G is a common point, I1lies on BG.
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Figure I shows a piece ofwood is in the form ofa right circular cone with a base diameter of
18 cm.

(a) The curved surface area of the cone is l35n cm2.

Find the height ofthe cone.

tr(9)l =135tt
I =15

152 -92

=12 cm

18

Figure I

Answer cm t3l

The cone in Figure I is cut into two portions by a plane parallel to its base.
The upper portion is a cone of base diameter 6 cm and the lower portion, as shown in
Figure II, is a frustum of height.r cm.

@) Find the value of .r.

l2-x 6

t2 18

12-x=4
.x=8

<---------->

18

Figure II

height

6

x

Answer .x:....... t2l
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(c) A right cylindrical hole of diameter 6 cm is drilled through the frustum as shown in
Figure III.
The wood weighs 810 kg per cubic metres.

Find the mass, in grams, of the solid which remains in the frustum.

volume remaining

:!,1t1'n-!,e)' +- x(z)' a

= 240r

-rr.= 
81o9oor24oo

10"
:611 g (3s0

6
<----------->

l8

Figure III

x

AtLswer c t3l
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The table shows some values for y =1x' -.r+1 for 1<x<3'10

?_(d) The equation : -r' - r = /c - 1 , where * is a positive integer, has exactly one solution for

-3< x<3. Write down an inequality for t.

x j 1 0 1 2 3

v p 0.6 1.7 1 0.3 1.4 6.1

(a) Find the value ofp.
4.1.

Answer p i1l

(b) Using a scale of2 cm to 1 unit on both axes, draw a horizontal axis for -3 < x < 3
and a vertical axis for -4.5 < y < 6.5 on the grid opposite.

On your axes, plot the points given in the table and join them with a smoo6, .*r.. [31

(c) By drawing a tangenl, find the gadient of the curve at x : 2.

Draw tangont and calculate gradient

2.6!0.2
Answer L2l

2<k<6 or 1<k<7
Answer t1l

(e) (, The line y = ax + b can be &awn on the same grid to solve the equation
33_-:-rr -1=:r. Find &e value of a and the value of 6.102

J'J

-x" =-x*I102
a1!a3 -a1,1=!a+l--r+1102

1

v=!x+2'2
I
2

atd h=2

(ii) Drawthe liney = m*b,for -3<x<3, to solve the equation ]r'-f = ]r.I02
Draw line for -3 < x <3

-1.75, -0.7s, 2.s (r0.0s)
Answer x= .......... or.......... t3l
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The diagram shows a square IBCD.
The diagonals of the square intersect at W arrd X is a point on the dia gorlal BD .

I lies on CX such that DI is perpendicular to CX and DY meets AC at Z.

D C

B

(a) Show that triangl es DW and, CYZ are sinilar.

ZDW = 90" (diagouals of square are perpendicular)

ZCYZ =90' (given): IDW
IDZW = ICZY (vertically opposite angles)

.'. Tiangles DW arld CyZ are similar.

(b) Write down another pair of triangles that are similar but ot congnrent.

A,CXW ard LDXY
OR
L,DAB ard LDWA

Answer A and a

A

tzl

tll

W

Y

X

Methodist Girls' School Sec 4 Preliminary Examination 202 I
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(c) Prove that triangi e BCX andEiangle CDZ have the same area.

BC = CD (sides of square)

ICBX = IDCZ (diagonal of square bisects interior angle)

IYCZ = IWDZ (LDW and LCYZ are similar)

IBCW = ICDW (diagonal of square bisects interior angle)

IBCX=IBCW-ZYCZ
=ICDW -tWZ
= ZCDZ

.'. LBCX is congruent to LCDZ (AAS) and they have the same area.

(d) Itisgiventhat YZ:W= Ji:Ji and3CZ:2CW.

(if ,' no arca of L'CYZ

are.a of LDW

rlrea of LDW =1x5 =7.5
2

area ol square LB CD = 7 .5 xl2
: 90 cm2

Z
5

t4)

tllAnswer

(ii) Calculate the area of the square I BCD if the area of triangle CYZ is 3 ct*.

Answer c# lzl

Mathematics Paper 2
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10 John owns a cleaning company that cleans office blocks.
The number of employees in his company and their salaries in2020 are as fo11ows.

1 t handymen, each receiving a yearly salary of $45 936.
272 cleaners, each receiving $5.20 per hour and working 8 hours per day for a totai of20 days
per month.
12 supervisors, men and women in the ratio 1 : 3, each receiving a monthy salary that is 235o/o
more than a cleaner's monthy sa1ary.

11 drivers, each receiving $594.50 per week, for 4 weei<s in a month.

In addition, both empioyer and employee must contribute aportion ofthe employee's monthly
salary to the Central Provident Fund (CPF).
The table shows the CPF contribution and allocation rates for Singapore citizens.

(for
Contribution rates
monthly salary 2 $750)

Employee's age (years) By employer (% of salary) By employee (% of salary)
55 and below 17 20
Above 55 to 60 13 13

Above 60 to 65 9 7.5
Above 65 7.5 5

(a) The yearly salary of each handyman in 2020 is 2.5 % more than in 2017
Find the yearly salary of each handyman in 2017.

45936 

" 
1oo

102.5
: $,r4815.61

Answer $ l2l

O) Mdm ke is a 65 year old Singapore citizen who works as a cleaner in John's cleaning
company. Calculate the total amount of contribution to Mdm Lee's CPF account every
month in 2020.

16'5 r5.2r8r 2o
100

=$137.28

Methodist Girls' School Sec 4 Preliminary Examination 2021
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(c)

(d)

Every month, John randomly selects an 'Employee of the Month' from all his employees.

Mr Tan comments that the chance of randomly selecting a male supervisor as the

employee of the month is most unlikely.
Do you agree with Mr Tan's comment? Justifu your answer. [2]

3 1

P(male supervi sor): 11+272+12+ll 102
I' = 0.009803 (3sfl is verv close to 0

t02
Thus, I agree with Mr Tan's claim.

John states that the difference between the salary of the lowest paid employee and

the mean salary of all the employees as a percentage of the mean salary of all the

employees is less than 25%.
Verify, showing all calculations, whether his statement is valid. tsl

monthly salary of each handyman : 011'u 
= Srtrt

l2
monthly salary of each cleaner : 5.2 x 8 x 20 = $832

monthly salary of each supervisor : 3J1IfRZ 
=$Zltl.ZO

100

monthly salary of each driver : 59 4.5 x 4 = $2378

mean monthly salary of all employees

_ 1 1(3828) + 2't 2(832) + 12(27 87 .2) + | r(237 8)

l1+272+12+11

Perc€ntage difference = ryffix$0=22.4% (3sf)

:1071.94902

22.4oh < 25%, John's statement is valid.
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